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Part A – Items considered in public

A1  Minutes from the Summit Meeting The minutes were agreed - the meeting took place between TDC, CCG and Voluntary sector.

A2  To Agree the Amended Terms of 
Reference for the THWP

Terms of reference
Madeline Homer made a point that the objectives are significant and group needs to be 
focussed and its programme of work moving forward will need to works towards these 
objectives rather than trying to resolve each of them.

Funding had been received from NHS England - for Lightfoot to come to work in East Kent. 
They are bringing in New Zealand experience - important that we are data driven in order to 
deliver the best service - Dr Peshen outlined.

Focus next steps - to give an overview - need to identify topics we need them to focus on.

Membership expectations: Madeline Homer stressed the importance of a need for a general 
consensus of commitment by all members to the partnership, particularly as regards 
Partnership attending meetings. 

Action
Members need to send a substitute.

Structure of the meeting
Attendees: There was a general consensus that the public and other councillors not on the 
body be allowed to attend and observe. Madeline Homer was going to seek the view of the 
Leader of Council for a final position. 

The meeting approach could be to break down into two parts for observers:

First part: Public session; 
Second part: Private session where observers with expertise could listen in and participate on 
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invitation.

There is a need for those intending to attend to give the Chairman 24 hour notice of their 
intention to attend.

A3  An Update on Care Navigations 
Mapping in Thanet

Action 
Faye Hames informed the group that a national campaign Every Mind Matters - 7 October 
National Campaign run by Public Health - Karen Sharpe to bring details back on 5 September 
meeting. 

Action
Agencies need to explore if they are delivering any Services that could fall within the scope of 
Social Prescribing and feedback at the next meeting. 

Action
Share outcomes of the searches with the Partnership and present to the rest of the PLT.

Chairman - next stage is to work out how we bring the services together so that they can be 
accessed. How does the health service work alongside the Voluntary sector.

Connect Well with EK database is being developed which will be publically developed. 

Action
There is a need to explore how employers can connect into this service in order to engage and 
reference into the service to keep employees in the workplace and reduce absence due to 
sickness.

Action
Consideration needs to be given to determine a way to measure the impact to see if any of this 
is working. It might be that there is a need to identify cohorts of patients from the GPs whose 
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information is anonymised and used for measuring the success of the approach.

Alistair Lyndsey
Identify cohort for parents -Lightfoot system and data could be used.
Look at working age adults in the Margate area. Target the patient cohort initially.  

Action
How do we get employers to be engaged with social prescribing? There is a  need to explore 
how employers can engage social prescribing.  

Mental health service should use population management system and the data generated by 
that system.

Action
Bring back to the next meeting an update on Mental Health element of the Care Navigation 
Mapping

 The Scope;
 The Solutions options.

Action
Respiratory problems (COPD) are a big issue in Thanet for Older People - 

 Conduct a scoping exercise with support from Lightfoot.

Faye Hames to provide a similar presentation at the PLT in order to promote the Care 
Navigation Mapping to GPs and Practice Managers.

A4  SEND rebuilding trust with our 
families

A damning report about the local SEND service delivery was produced by the inspectors.

Special Educational Needs (SEND) also covers child's mental health.  
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Big issue for Thanet is speech and language and that there is a shortage of speech and 
language experts. Children Centre waiting list for speech & language therapy was 13 months.

For Thanet, the current system disadvantages non wealthy parents as they cannot afford to 
pay for the appeals process to get tribunal hearings.

This affects a  large cohort of children - many local parents are unhappy with the system.  

It was agreed that this is a systemic failure.

Action
Can the Thanet Health & Wellbeing Partnership help facilitate a change to the SEND systems 
and help build the local offer that would work for thanet which could include working with GP’s 
and schools.

How can we help - work with the Kent Pact locally and link to health.

Action
Sharon to speak at next PLT.

Action
Can the Thanet Health & Wellbeing Partnership help iron out the gaps in the pathways. Once a 
plan has been devised, share that with GPs.

Need to connect into a local resource to develop a better local offer around SEND.

Action
Sharon to present a 2-3 case study at a future meeting to enable partners to see what role they 
can play in the process. Case studies would help partners have a better understanding as they 
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will highlight the gaps and the Partnership can work through how they can support or fill the 
gaps in the care navigation.  

Action 
Carol Cook to  Invite Sue Mullins and Sharon McLaughlin to the next meeting to give an update 
on work being done around the deficits of work and support for families and speak after the 
SEND case studies presentation. 

A5  Items for Consideration at the Next 
Meeting

05 September 2019


